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Abstract 

 
We present a theoretic model formalism perspectively 

developed to explore the stability behavioral dynamics 

of the nucleus-acoustic waves (NAWs) in diversified 

gyrogravitating degenerate quantum astroplasmas. It 

evolves under the joint influence of the Bohm potential, 

Coriolis rotation, electrostatic confinement pressure 

(ECP), viscoelasticity, etc. Application of a standard 

normal spherical mode analysis yields a generalized 

linear septic dispersion law. It is interestingly found that 

the Coriolis rotation enhancement suppresses the NAW 

growth features. The adopted system is more sensitive 

to the rotational force than the viscoelasticity, and so 

forth. It is useful to study the NAWs and stability 

features excitable in compact astrophysical objects, like 

white dwarfs (WDs), brown dwarfs, neutron stars, etc. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The area of quantum plasmas is one of the chief 

investigated fields of modern times, due to its large 

scale application in a broad spectrum, ranging from 

nano-to-astrophysical scales [1]. In astrophysical scales, 

quantum plasma occurs naturalistically in compact 

astrophysical objects, such as white dwarfs (WDs), 

brown dwarfs, neutron stars, etc [1, 2]. These WDs are 

actually the end products of stellar evolution for most of 

the low and medium mass main-sequence stars [2].  

 

The study of nucleus-acoustic waves (NAWs) and 

instabilities in compact astrophysical objects has 

garnered attention since quite some time now. A good 

number of theoretic studies have also been conducted 

regarding the same [3-6]. The (heavy) NAWs here are 

the usual propagatory longitudinal oscillations excited 

by the conjugated interplay between the inertial force of 

the heavy nuclear species (HNS) and restoring force of 

the degenerate electronic species [4]. Several works 

have been reported in this explorative NAW direction 

set by both light nuclear species (LNS) and HNS [3-6].  

 

Very recently, a semi-analytic theoretic study has been 

conducted using a quantum hydrodynamic model [5, 7, 

8]. The multi-component plasma model comprises of 

degenerate electrons, LNS, and HNS [5]. It has reported 

the active influence of realistic plasma parameters on 

the growth characteristics of the linear NAWs in both 

the non-relativistic (NR) and ultra-relativistic (UR) 

regimes, and so forth [5]. The proposed work is a 

perceptive overview with a special foundation on a 

continued study of the same, but totally in new 

astronomical conditions. The model evolves amid the 

conjoint action of the quantum Bohm potential, Coriolis 

rotation force, electrostatic confinement pressure (ECP), 

viscoelasticity, and non-local self-gravity [5]. 

 

Apart from the brief introduction in Section 1, the basic 

model setup and dispersion relation are given in Section 

2. Section 3 deals with the results and discussions, while 

Section 4 summarily concludes the main results, 

alongside correlations with actual astronomic evidences. 

 

2. Basic model setup 

 
We consider a gyrogravitating electrostatically confined 

quantum plasma system consisting of degenerate 

electrons, LNS, and HNS in a spherically symmetric 

geometry [5]. The dynamics of the system is modelled 

using the generalized quantum hydrodynamic model, by 

means of the flux conservation continuity equation, 

force-balancing momentum equation, and equation of 

state (EoS) for each of the three species [5]. The model 

is systematically closed with the help of electrostatic 

and self-gravitational Poisson equations. The electrons 

evolve under the simultaneous action of the electrostatic 

potential, electronic pressure (in both the NR and UR 

limits), and quantum Bohm potential [5]. The inertial 

and rotational force terms are ignored in the electronic 

momentum equation due to very small electronic mass 

[5]. The momentum equation of the classical weakly 

coupled LNS evolves dynamically under the influence 

of the forces arising by virtue of their motion, 

electrostatic potential, classical pressure (both thermal 

and ECP), and gravitational potential. The conjoint 

influence of the forces due to their motion, electrostatic 

potential, pressure (both thermal and ECP), non-local 

gravitational potential, viscoelasticity, and rotational 
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force are retained in the momentum equation for the 

strongly-coupled HNS [5]. These equations are then 

normalized with a standard astronormalization scheme 

[3-5]. Application of a standard normal spherical mode 

analysis therein yields a generalized  *, k -linear septic 

dispersion relation with atypical coefficients [5] cast as 
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Although Equation (1) could represent multiple modes 

excitable in the plasma system, we are interested in the 

extremely low-frequency one only. Accordingly, in the 

ultra-low frequency limit, Equation (1) simplifies as 
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The various functional notations used are given as 
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Here, Dlr    is the normalized radial coordinate, the 

normalizing parameter,   212

0

2 eZncm lleDl   is the 

plasma LNS Debye length. 
1 plt 
 
is the normalized 

time coordinate. 
1*  plmm   is the normalized 

viscoelastic relaxation time. The time normalizing 

factor is the LNS oscillation time,    2122

0

1 eZnmt lllplpl   . 

00 llhh nZnZ  stands for the ratio of the equilibrium 

HNS-LNS charge densities. The relative nuclear charge-

to-mass coupling parameter is given as hllh mZmZ . 

The diverse population densities, 0sss nnN  , have 

been normalized with their respective equilibrium 

values. The Fermi Mach number is lFeFe cCvM 2 . 

Likewise, the normalized form of the fluid flow velocity 

is lss CuM  , where   212

lell mcmZC   gives the 

rescaled light nuclear transit speed. 
2

Feepl vmH 
 

denotes the quantum parameter signifying the ratio 

between the plasmon energy associated with the light 

nucleus and the Fermi energy associated with 

degenerate electrons. The ratio between the square of 

the Jeans frequency llJl mGn 04   and the plasma 

oscillation frequency   2122

0 lllpl meZn  is 
22

plJl   . 

22

llel CmcmA   stands for the ratio of the relativistic 

electron-to-LNS energy, 
22

lheh CmcmA   being its 

HNS counterpart. The constants B and C are normalized 

as 
2

0

* cmBnB el
 

and 
2

0

* cmCnC eh , respectively. 

2* cmTkT eB  stands for the normalized isothermal 

nuclear plasma temperature. The effective generalized 

viscosity,  34  , is similarly normalized as 

Dllhh Cnm  0

*  . The polytropic constant for the 

electronic species in the normalized form is given as 
21

0 cmnKK eee
e





. The normalized Coriolis force is 

denoted as  hF MC **  ; the azimuthal and  polar 

rotational components are normalized as pl  
*

 

and lh CvM   , respectively. Then, 
2cme eE  

 
gives the normalized electrostatic potential. The 

normalized gravitational potential is given as 
2

lC  . 
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3. Results and discussions 

 
A numerical illustrative platform is constructed to 

illustrate the NAW growth and stability features by 

means of the derived dispersion relation in the low-

frequency regime (after Equation 9). It is for both the 

considered limits (NR+UR). The preliminary input data 

are taken from trustworthy literary sources [9-16]. It is 

to be noted that the data used here to obtain the profiles 

are strictly that of CO (carbon-oxygen) WDs [11, 12]. 

 

                           

                 
 

Figure 1. Profile of the normalized (rescaled) growth 

rate  i  with variation in the normalized angular 

wavenumber  *k  in the (a) NR limit and (b) UR limit. 

The different lines link to 200* FC  (blue solid), 

400* FC  (red dashed), and 600* FC  (black dotted). 

 

As in Figure 1, we depict the profile of the normalized 

growth rate  i , rescaled with an auto-multiplicative 

factor, 3410
 with variation in the normalized angular 

wavenumber  *k  for different indicated values of the 

normalized Coriolis rotational force  *

FC . It is clearly 

seen that the i -peak occurs for 200* FC , followed 

by 400* FC  and 600* FC , for both the NR-UR 

limits. The physical reason behind this can be attributed 

to the fact that the Coriolis force is dominant for the 

HNS, [ ,2 hhCoriolisF vmFC 


]. As a consequence 

of this, it is clearly evident that higher Coriolis force 

means higher inertial force of the HNS, thereby 

suppressing the NAW growth features, and vice-versa.  

 

                 

                 
 

Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, but for different indicated 

values of the normalized effective generalized 

viscoelasticity  *  in the (a) NR limit and (b) UR limit. 

The different lines link to 
8* 10  (blue solid), 

9* 10  (red dashed), and 
10* 10  (black dotted). 

 

In Figure 2, we depict the same as Figure 1, but for the 

different indicated values of the normalized effective 

generalized viscoelasticity  * . It is clearly seen that, 

even though the plasma system responds to 
* , it is not 

so sensitive to the 
* -changes (Figure 2), as in the 

*

FC  

variations (Figure 1). The microphysical reasoning 

behind this NAW behaviour may be the extreme small 

values of the considered viscoelastic force, and so forth. 

 

In addition to the above, a common characteristic NAW 

growth feature in the form of intermittent irregularities 

is summarily speculated to exist in both the NR-UR 

regimes (Figures 1-2). The intermittency growth 

amplitude is more prominent towards the high-

frequency (high-
*k ) regime than the low-frequency 

(low-
*k ) regime, and vice-versa. It happens because of 

the fact that higher frequency components in the NAW 

spectrum have more energy to undergo fluctuations than 

the corresponding lower spectral ones, and vice-versa. 

 

On an important technological point, the NAW growth 

rate investigated here is in a normalized form rescaled 

with an auto-multiplicative factor of 10-34 (too small). It 

could be one of the possible explanations for the lack of 

astronomic discovery of the NAW growth signatures in 

compact astroobjects as of now. Besides, it is to be 
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noted that a large number of non-radial pulsation modes 

have been discovered in PG1159 pre-WDs, variable DB 

(DBV), and variable DA [2]. This leads us to believe 

that there is a fair possibility for the discovery of the 

proposed NAWs in the near future, subject to 

astrometric advances and resolutional refinements. 

 

4. Conclusions 

 
A semi-analytic theoretic study, based on the lines of 

quantum hydrodynamics, is put forward to study the 

NAW stability features under the conjoint influence of 

the quantum Bohm potential, Coriolis rotation force, 

ECP, viscoelasticity, and self-gravity [5]. The proposed 

contribution is a continued exploration of the same, but 

in different astrophysical conditions. It is found mainly 

that a higher strength of the Coriolis rotational force 

lowers the NAW growth features, and vice-versa 

(Figure 1). It is further seen that the considered system 

is more sensitive to changes in the Coriolis force 

(Figure 1) as compared to the viscoelasticity case 

(Figure 2). An atypical intermittency pattern is 

speculated to exist in the NAW growth characteristics 

towards the high-frequency (high- *k ) regime against 

the low-frequency (low- *k ) spectral ones, and so forth.  

 

It is to be admitted herewith that the presented model 

analysis has its own facts and faults. For an instance, a 

lack of exact data for some of the considered parametric 

factors could affect the accuracy of the desired results 

on the NAW stability behaviours. At the same time, the 

obtained NAW growth amplitudes are found to be 

relatively weaker. It is believed that a purely non-linear 

analysis (weak non-linearity treatment) to be conducted 

here would be highly beneficial in revealing important 

anti-linear NAW scenarios, but left for future study.  
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